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INTRODUCTION 

 
The coalition of CSOs consisting of “The Commission on Journalism Ethics”, “Human 
Rights Platform”, “Ukrainian Media and Communications Institute” and “StopFake have 
been systematically monitoring the media coverage of the 31 March presidential election 
in Ukraine. This activity is being implemented under the support of the two Council of 
Europe Projects “Supporting the transparency, inclusiveness and integrity of electoral 
practice in Ukraine” and “Strengthening freedom of media, access to information and 
reinforcing the public broadcasting system in Ukraine”, implemented within the  
Council of Europe Action Plan for Ukraine 2018-2021. 
 
The monitoring is intended to offer professional, comprehensive, and objective 
assessment of political diversity and balance in news and current affairs coverage on 
twelve television channels and eight online media outlets. Moreover, the role of social 
media during elections, the potential impact of disinformation propaganda, to what 
extent the media struggle against stereotypes and how they portray gender-related 
topics are other aspects and indicators included in the monitoring. The main goal of the 
project is to inform the public about the conduct of the media during the elections, to 
initiate a discussion about the objectivity and quality of the media reporting and to 
promote their adherence to international standards and best practices regarding 
freedom of expression and independence of media.  
 
The initial quantitative and qualitative analysis is conducted by 15 independent media 
monitoring specialists working 5 days per week; afterwards, 4 senior experts review the 
analysis and provide further assessment and oversight.  

 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
Key findings 

 Preliminary results from the first three weeks of monitoring show wide 

differences in the way candidates are portrayed. While as a whole, the media have 

so far provided voters with a diverse range of information about candidates, they 

have showed their more or less open sympathies towards particular candidates 

and political subjects. 

 Candidates’ appearance in the news and current affairs programmes does not 

appear to be always determined based on newsworthiness, but possibly by the 

interests of owners. 

 President Petro Poroshenko was the most covered candidate on five monitored 

TV channels and six online media outlets. The other two main frontrunners, Yulia 

Tymoshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyi, were the most covered candidates on one 

TV channel and one online outlet respectively. 
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 While talk show programs have provided some opportunity for candidates to 

convey their messages to the electorate and allowed voters to receive information 

about candidates, the clear demonstration of political preferences in favor or 

against a particular candidate reflected in the format and behavior of the hosts 

reduces their value for voters.   

 The monitored online media have so far provided voters with a wide array of 

portrayals of political opinions but apart from one or two exceptions, they have so 

far not provided a more substantial and analytical coverage of the campaign.  

 The monitoring team identified 16 possible violations of the Code of Journalistic 

Ethics most of which were related to not separating facts from comments, not 

separating and properly labeling advertising from news content and to improper 

use of public opinion polls. All of them will be reviewed by the Commission on 

Journalistic Ethics. 

 Thus, voters would benefit from more analytical and in-depth coverage, which 

would help them better analyze and assess the quality of election candidates and 

their programs. 

 Given the growing impact of social media during elections, the monitoring team 

is evaluating their role in the elections, focusing on Facebook accounts of 

candidates, traditional media and opinion makers.  

 The monitoring team also analyzed possible external influence on the upcoming 
elections. It was found that some Russian propaganda narratives have penetrated 
the Ukrainian media scene, in particular via online media. Among them, there 
were attempts to discredit the Ukrainian Orthodox Church, Ukrainian authorities 
and individual politicians, as well as to legitimize of the occupation of the Crimea 
and parts of the Donbas region. In their reports, some of the monitored media 
used only Russian sources of information, without presenting the Ukrainian 
point of view. 
 

 The monitoring also evaluates if the media push through the idea of tolerance, 
overcome and suppress discrimination, struggle against stereotypes and how 
media portray gender-related topics. The monitoring team identified some 
instances of gender stereotyping as well as a few examples of media promoting 
the gender equality. 
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THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK IN THE FIELD OF ELECTION 
COVERAGE AND THE ROLE OF THE REGULATOR 
 
Generally, the legislation regulating the electoral process is fragmented and consists of a 
number of laws and by-laws. In particular, these documents include the Constitution of 
Ukraine, the Laws of Ukraine “On the State Register of Voters” and “On the Central 
Election Commission”, the Code of Ukraine of Administrative Proceedings, the Criminal 
Code of Ukraine, the Code of Ukraine of Administrative Offenses, the Law of Ukraine 
“On Advertising”, resolutions of the Central Election Commission, etc. In the 
information sphere, in addition to the special provisions of the relevant sections of the 
laws on elections, general provisions of the Laws of Ukraine “On Information”, “On 
Television and Radio Broadcasting”, “On Printed Media (the Press) in Ukraine”, “On 
Information Agencies”, “On the Procedure for Coverage by Mass Media of Activities of 
Public Authorities and Local Self-Governance Bodies in Ukraine” apply.  
 
The key legislative act governing presidential election is the Law of Ukraine “On 
Elections of the President of Ukraine” (No. 474-XIV of March 5, 1999, with amendments 
and supplements). 
 
Despite the long-standing recommendations of the European Commission for 
Democracy through Law (the Venice Commission) of the Council of Europe and the 
OSCE/ODIHR, as of January 2019, the harmonization of the electoral legislation has 
not been implemented. As many as 4,370 amendments have been proposed to the draft 
Election Code of Ukraine (draft law No. 3112-1), adopted in November 2017 with the 
minimally required majority of MPs’ votes in the first reading. The draft is now being 
prepared for the second reading. 
 
In general, the electoral legislation, if properly applied, guarantees implementation of a 
democratic electoral process.1 However, certain provisions of the electoral legislation 
need to be improved to ensure their full compliance with international commitments 
and standards. In addition to practical achievement of the gender balance, significant 
changes are required with regard to the information and campaigning component of the 
electoral process. 
 
The key objective of the electoral legislation in terms of information and campaigning is 
to establish a fair balance of interests of the candidates (parties), the media, and voters, 
as well as to provide each voter with the opportunity to make informed and conscious 
choice at the ballot box. 
 
The current legislation in this area envisages the structure that was first introduced in 
Ukraine's electoral legislation in 2009 (at the level of draft legal acts - in 2007), namely, 
the subject-based distribution of regulation into categories - "Information Support for 
Elections" and "Election campaigning" (Chapters XV, XVI). 
 

                                                             
1The final report of the OSCE/ODIHR Election Observation 

Missionhttps://www.osce.org/uk/odihr/elections/ukraine/133441?download=true 

https://www.osce.org/uk/odihr/elections/ukraine/133441?download=true
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Naturally, this is rooted in the "foundations" of those years and only in some parts 
reflects attempts to account for the current situation. After nine years of practical 
application - both administrative and judicial - certain shortcomings have been 
revealed, which currently require new systemic regulation approaches. 
 
Thus, till now certain definitions remain vague, such as political advertising and election 
campaigning, which causes confusion regarding the rules governing election 
campaigning (legislation on elections and advertising). These provisions also fail to take 
into account the significant changes in the social and political context of the country 
after 2014: the ongoing military action, as well as the hybrid war with a powerful 
information component (manipulation, provocation and disinformation), the 
occupation of part of the territory, etc. The relevant disputable and controversial issues 
for today include restriction/prohibition of campaigning in mass media and by means of 
outdoor advertising (reducing the cost of election campaigns), demarcation of 
campaigning and informing, clear "rules of the game" for the media and liability for 
violating them. When it comes to enforcement of the existing rules and provisions, it 
should be noted that elements of administrative offenses in the campaigning field as 
stipulated in the Code of Ukraine on Administrative Offenses are linked with 
insignificant sanctions, while the very procedure for drafting an administrative offense 
report and its consideration are complicated. The differentiation of campaigning and 
providing information at the legislative level developed by means of elaboration of all 
possible manifestations of campaigning. The combination of the too broad definition on 
campaigning and the lack of definition on providing information resulted in the 
situation with the rules being hard to enforce. Cumulatively, this creates preconditions 
for self-censorship, abuses by the media and candidates, as well as a low level of 
compliance with the standards on electoral process coverage. 
 
Only for TV and radio broadcasters, there is a regulator though with an imperfect 
election-related status. Due to the lack of a clearly defined scope of authority during the 
electoral process, the National Council for Television and Radio Broadcasting in most 
cases has traditionally been "redirecting" detected violations to the Central Election 
Commission (which has no authority to respond to media offenses) and/or law 
enforcement agencies for bringing perpetrators to account. In some cases (for example, 
for violation of the requirements for indicating feed data when publishing results of 
sociological surveys), the law does not stipulate any liability at all. In this context, in 
order to enhance the role of the regulator, consideration should be given to the 
possibility of changing its practice even within the current legislative framework. This is 
the combination of the following provisions: 1) Aspects of broadcasting organizations’ 
activities during the electoral process are regulated by the electoral legislation; 2 2) The 
National Council applies sanctions to TV broadcasters in case they violate provisions of 
this law and/or terms and conditions of the license3; 3) The National Council exercises 
control over compliance with and ensures enforcement of ... the election laws4.  
 

                                                             
2Article 59 of the Law of Ukraine “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”, referring to the electoral law. 
3Article 72.2 of the Law of Ukraine “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. 
4Article 70 of the Law of Ukraine “On Television and Radio Broadcasting”. 
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Regarding the options of regulators for print media and the Internet, the status and 
procedures, these issues remain unregulated. 
 

 
FINDINGS OF THE MEDIA MONITORING  
 
The monitoring results for the period from January 14 till February 3, 2019 indicate that 
there have been discernable differences in the way how the media have so far portrayed 
candidates, parties and other relevant subjects. The media as a whole have so far 
provided voters with a diverse range of information about different candidates and other 
political subjects. At the same time, however, most media more or less openly showed 
their sympathies towards particular candidates and political subjects. 
 
The elections were the priority topic covered by both TV channels and on-line media. 
The media also continue covering the Russian aggression in the eastern Ukraine, this 
being the second most frequent topic of news stories on TV channels and the fourth 
most frequent topic in the Internet media. The other topics that attracted media 
attention during the monitoring period were the establishment of the united Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church and utility prices. 

 
Television  
 
Despite the growing impact of Internet, TV remains the key source of social and political 
information. This is confirmed by a number of sociological surveys. For example, 
according to the InMind survey held in May and June 2018 upon the request of 
International NGO Internews in the framework of USAID U-Media Project, 77% of the 
Ukrainians use television as a source of news. Accordingly, the role of TV channels in 
the electoral process in Ukraine is always significant.  
 

According to data of the Industrial Television Committee, in January 2019 the Top-5 TV 

channels were the following (the data were estimated for January 2019 for the following 

sample: individuals aged 4 y.o. and older indicators of Shr% - share and Rat% - rating): 

1.  TV Channel "Ukraine" (Rat - 3.1%, Shr - 15.96%); 

2. TV Channel "1+1" (Rat - 1.84%, Shr - 9.43%); 

3. TV Channel "ICTV" (Rat - 1.38%, Shr - 7.08%); 

4. TV Channel "Inter (Rat - 1.28%, Shr - 6.54%); 

5. TV Channel “Novy Kanal” (Rat - 1.28%, Shr - 6.54%)5.  

 

The other TV channels monitored have the following indicators:  

 STB – the 6th (Rat – 1.14%, Shr – 5.86%); 

 TV Channel "112 Ukraine" - the 14th (Rat - 0.30%, Shr - 1.55%); 

 TV Channel "Pryamyi"- the 17th (Rat - 0.21%, Shr - 1.10%); 

                                                             
5 This channel is not included into the sample of channels subject to monitoring due to its lack of political news. 

http://tampanel.com.ua/rubrics/canals/
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 TV Channel "NewsOne" – the 21st (Rat – 0.13%, Shr – 0.69%); 

 TV Channel "UA: PERSHYI" – the 22nd (Rat – 0.13%, Shr – 0.67%); 

 TV Channel "5th Channel"- the 28th (Rat - 0.08%, Shr - 0.39%).  

 

Almost all the media (above all, the TV channels) covered with the monitoring (with a 

few exceptions) showed their sympathies or antipathies for specific candidates. In most 

cases this is probably the position of media owners, who have their own political 

interests, rather than the position of individual journalists.  

 

The most openly demonstrated political biases were noted on the following TV channels: 

 TV Channel "1+1" (owner Ihor Kolomoisky): this TV channel showed its 

preference for the candidates Volodymyr Zelenskyi and Oleksandr Shevchenko; 

at the same time, the channel was critical of the current authorities, in particular 

the incumbent President Petro Poroshenko, who is also a presidential candidate; 

 TV Channel "Pryamyi" (owner Volodymyr Makeyenko) and TV 

Channel "5th Channel" (owner Petro Poroshenko): preferences of these 

TV channels were on the side of Petro Poroshenko. TV Channel "Pryamyi" also 

broadcast criticism of the presidential candidates Yulia Tymoshenko and 

Volodymyr Zelenskyi.  

 TV Channel "Ukraine" (owner Rinat Akhmetov): demonstrated 

preference for Oleksander Vilkul, nominated as a presidential candidate from the 

Opposition Bloc, and was critical of another candidate, Yuriy Boyko, who was 

previously expelled from the Opposition Bloc faction in the Verkhovna Rada due 

to a conflict.  

 TV Channel "Inter" (owners Dmytro Firtash and Serhiy Lyovochkin): 

this TV channel has so far provided its support to Yuriy Boyko (one of the TV 

channel owners, Serhiy Lyovochkin, was also excluded from the Opposition Bloc 

faction for his public support of the Opposition Platform - For Life, which 

nominated Yuriy Boyko).  

 TV Channel "NewsOne" and TV Channel "112 Ukraine" (MP Taras 

Kozak is officially the owner of both channels, but experts assume 

that they are in the scope of influence of Viktor Medvedchuk): 

NewsOne has provided its support to Yuriy Boyko, whereas 112 Ukraine focused 

its coverage on the two presidential candidates Petro Poroshenko and Yuriy 

Boyko.  

 

The group of television channels in the holding of Viktor Pinchuk ("ICTV" and 

STB) took a more or less equidistant position with regard to various candidates, which 

has been characteristic of this group during several recent election campaigns. "UA: 

PERSHYI", which is part of the Public Broadcasting system, was also neutral.  

News 
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"UA: PERSHYI" (Public Joint Stock Company "National Public 
Broadcasting Company of Ukraine" or UA:PBC) 
 
In the period from January 14 till February 3, 2019, "UA: PERSHYI" did not extensively 
cover the election campaign. The key focus was on electoral procedures, such as 
registration of candidates, as well as on the activities of the Central Election 
Commission, but as of today, "UA: PERSHYI" has not presented more in-depth and 
analytical coverage of the candidates’ views and opinions in its news, based on which 
voters could make a more informed choice at polling stations. 
 
During the reporting period, "UA: PERSHYI" presented information on 32 presidential 
candidates - as on February 8, 2019, 44 candidates were registered by the Central 
Election Commission to take part in the election campaign. This coverage was mostly 
neutral and focused primarily on procedural aspects of registration. Even though the 
acting president, Petro Poroshenko, who is re-running for the position, enjoyed most of 
attention6, not as much time was allocated for him as on the other private channels. 
Thus, TV Channel "Pryamyi" followed Petro Poroshenko on his trips as President 
throughout the country with Tomos, issued by Ecumenical Patriarch Bartholomew, 
Archbishop of Constantinople. At the same time, during this period "UA: PERSHYI" 
confined itself to information on the enthronement of Metropolitan of Kyiv and all 
Ukraine Epiphanius, elected Primate of the Orthodox Church of Ukraine (February 3)7.  
 
Only one month had passed since the official launch of the electoral process (on January 
31, 2019), when the Supervisory Board of UA:PBC terminated the contract with Zurab 
Alasania, the Chairperson of UA:PBC Management Board. It should be noted that the 
vote on dismissing Alasania was not initially on the agenda and was held in a hurried 
way behind the closed door8. Officially, the decision to dismiss him was grounded on 
allegations of poor financial management, which Alasania contested. On February 8, 
2019, the Supervisory Board reconsidered its decision and postponed the contract 
termination date till May 6, 2019. 
 

 

                                                             
6
Although the coverage of information on Petro Poroshenko was mostly neutral, 13% of the time it was positive, and 

5% - negative. 
7By approving the Tomos, the Ecumenical Patriarch granted independence to the Orthodox Church of Ukraine, thus 

bringing to an end the more than 330 years of control by the Russian Orthodox Church in Ukraine. 
812 of the 16 Supervisory Board members were present during the voting - 9 voted for the dismissal, 3 - against it. 
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When it comes to overall coverage of political actors, TV channel "UA: PERSHYI" 
provided mainly neutral coverage of activities of government representatives, some 
criticism of the local administration and generally neutral coverage of the main political 
parties most of which nominated their candidates in the elections. 
 
As for the news coverage of particular topics in its news, most attention was paid to  
foreign affairs, religion, and catastrophes, incidents and accidents. For a public 
broadcaster, very little attention was given to social issues (1,9 per cent), civil society 
(2,3 per cent) and minorities (0 per cent). During the first three weeks of the media 
monitoring, "UA: PERSHYI" paid most attention to the following topics: the elections in 
Ukraine (the coverage only concerned the procedural issues of candidate registration 
and activities of the Central Election Commission), Creation of the United Ukrainian 
Orthodox Church, and the Russian aggression in the eastern Ukraine.  
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The monitoring team also evaluates to what extent the media push through the idea of 
tolerance, overcome and suppress discrimination and struggle against stereotypes. It is 
incumbent upon public broadcasters to introduce policies and additional measures to 
provide women candidates with adequate coverage. While a more detailed analysis of 
this aspect will be included in the second monitoring report, it is worth mentioning that 
there have been a few examples of "UA: PERSHYI" actively promoting the gender 
equality in its news reporting.9 
 

TV Channel "Inter" 
 
Based on results of the first monitoring period, TV Channel "Inter" in its news on 
politics and elections allocated up to 37% of the time for coverage of activities of the 
political party "Opposition Platform - For Life" (mostly covering activities of its 
candidate Yuriy Boyko). 91% of the coverage was positive. After Yuriy Boyko, most 
attention and focus was on activities of the government (17%) and the president (11%). 
They were also covered predominantly in a positive or neutral way.  
 
Yuriy Boyko had most of attention on “Inter” as a presidential candidate, and was 
followed by Petro Poroshenko, Serhiy Kaplin and Yulia Tymoshenko. 

 
Yuriy Boyko was engaged by the TV channel’s journalists to comment on various 
topics not directly related to his activities. For example, in the news on January 14, he 
had 56 seconds of direct speech at a meeting of coalminers. On January 29, there was a 
story on Boyko’s nomination as a presidential candidate. The story was 11 minutes and 
27 sec. long, which is unprecedented for news.  
 
Serhiy Kaplin, the presidential candidate from the Social Democratic Party, very often 
appears in the news on the "Inter" channel. Thus, in the period from January 14 till 18 
and from January 28 till 31, 2019, he appeared in the news daily and commented on 
various social topics.  
 
There were positive stories about Yulia Tymoshenko, Oleh Lyashko, for example, 
on January 19, a story about the latter’s bathing on the Baptism day was released, while 
no such information about other politicians was presented.  
 
“Inter” also positively covered activities of Petro Poroshenko. For example, on 
January 22, 2019, the news release was cut almost two times short to broadcast the 
current president's address on the occasion of Ukraine's Day of Unity. On January 23, 
2019, during the same news release, Petro Poroshenko was shown twice in Davos (as 
separate stories, separated by other news), where they talked about his successes at the 
forum. All of the aforementioned positive stories about the presidential candidates 
contained signs of being made-to-order.  

 
 

                                                             
9For example, on January 24, "UA: PERSHYI" broadcast a story about the first female firefighter in Ukraine. 
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As for the coverage of topics, it is interesting to note that "Inter" devoted 5.2% of its 
news coverage to social issues. It should be mentioned however that rather than raising 
these important issues on behalf of socially vulnerable groups and genuinely seeking 
solutions, this topic was partly used in the framework of "Inter" coverage of certain 
candidates (primarily Yuriy Boyko) in the context of “if elected, they will resolve 
problems related to social issues”. For example, the topic of Prices for utilities was the 
second most widely covered one on “Inter” news in the first monitoring period, and it 
was mentioned mainly in connection with the fees for the public transport or the debts 
on payments for coalminers, which also confirms the above-mentioned trend. 

 
TV Channel "ICTV" 
 
Unlike TV Channel "Inter", the government has most of “ICTV” attention in its election 
and political news (27%). This coverage was mostly neutral or positive. With regard to 
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political parties, "Batkivshchyna" was most extensively covered, followed by 
"Hromadyanska Posytsiya" and the "Opposition Bloc". The tone of their coverage was 
also largely positive. Coverage of the three parties was largely due to activities of their 
presidential candidates - Yulia Tymoshenko ("Batkivshchyna"), Anatoliy Hrytsenko 
("Hromadyanska Posytsiya"), and Oleksander Vilkul ("Opposition Bloc"), as well as 
their meetings with voters. Information about them was mostly presented in a positive 
way.  
 
In the monitoring period, a number of positive stories that have signs of being made-to-
order on such presidential candidates as Oleksander Vilkul, Yulia Tymoshenko, 
Anatoliy Hrytsenko, and Petro Poroshenko were detected. Other candidates were 
either not mentioned or mentioned in the context of their registration by the CEC.  
 
For example, on January 24, 2019, there was a story about that the "Opposition Bloc" 
and Olexander Vilkul criticized the government for raising utility tariffs. On January 26, 
2019, Oleksander Vilkul proposed his vision of the country's economic development, 
and on January 29, 2019 he warned against falsifications during the elections, especially 
on the part of pro-government parties.  
 
In the news of this TV channel, they often shows field visits by presidential candidates, 
which do not have much news value. For example, on January 30, 2019, Yulia 
Tymoshenko visited Chernihiv region, where she met the electorate and bought lard and 
embroidered shirts in an open market. A trip by Anatoliy Hrytsenko, where he met the 
military in Dnipro, was covered in the same news release. On January 31, 2019, there 
was a story on Oleksander Vilkul’s visit to Mariupol Metallurgical Plant. 
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Regarding topic-based coverage, most of the news on the "ICTV"channel were focused 
on international issues (not related to Ukraine). The second most targeted theme was 
the civil society. Among the stories that had most of attention during the first reporting 
period, there were Russian aggression in the eastern Ukraine, Elections in Ukraine, 
and Prices for utilities. 
 

TV channel “Pryamyi” 
 
Findings of the monitoring covering the period from January 14 till February 3, 2019 
indicate that the two channels associated with the current president, Petro Poroshenko - 
"Pryamyi" and "Channel 5" - have so far in the vast majority of their news stories 
covered his activities.  
 
During the first period of the media monitoring, the TV channel "Pryamyi" allocated up 
to 45% of the time to Petro Poroshenko, and the respective stories were only neutral or 
positive. The channel covered the President’s trips throughout the country intensely (for 
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example, to Odesa, Zhytomyr, and Rivne) in connection with the establishment of the 
united Orthodox Church of Ukraine, which was the second most covered event on the 
TV channel during this period. During these trips, when Tomos was presented, 
President Poroshenko was accompanied by Metropolitan of Kyiv and all Ukraine 
Epiphanius. The other most prominent actors (among politicians) were the Government 
and “Batkivshchyna” party. Coverage of the Government was mostly neutral and 
positive, while 59% of information on “Batkivshchyna” party was negative. 
 
This trend was reflected in coverage of the presidential candidates, where Petro 
Poroshenko alone had much more attention than the total of the other candidates. 
Coverage of his activities was also mostly neutral or positive, while stories about Yuliya 
Tymoshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyi were mostly neutral and negative (for example, 
Volodymyr Zelenskyi was presented in a negative way where he was accused of his links 
with businessman and oligarch Ihor Kolomoiskyi or where MP from the Petro 
Poroshenko's Bloc "Solidarity" appeared on the TV channel wearing the costume/image 
of Charlie Chaplin – he promised to do so if Volodymyr Zelenskyi was nominated). 
 
As already mentioned, activities of the authorities in general, the Government and the 
President in particular, were covered in a positive way, without proper balance in the 
news on this TV channel.  
 
The monitoring also revealed incorrect presentation of one of sociological polls’ 
findings. On January 31, 2019 (6 pm story No. 10 and 7.45 pm story No. 7), there was a 
story on a sociological survey conducted by Socis group and KIIS. The chart on the 
screen showed that 23% would vote for Volodymyr Zelenskyi, 15.7% – for Yuliya 
Tymoshenko, and 16.4% – for Petro Poroshenko. But the TV host came up with his own 
assessments when presenting that rating. In particular, he claimed Volodymyr Zelenskyi 
to be Kolomoiskyi’s proxy, Tymoshenko – someone "losing her leadership positions," 
and Petro Poroshenko – a person who "has just started his campaign and his rating has 
skyrocketed in the past two months." The TV host also concluded that Poroshenko's 
rating would continue growing. In this case, the TV host obviously shows his preference 
for one of the candidates, which is unacceptable for news.  
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With regard to coverage of topics, the most extensively covered topics were those related 
to events abroad, followed by politics and the army/military. 

 
TV Channel “5th Channel”  
 
As well as TV channel "Pryamyi", "5th Channel" also focused mainly on coverage of 
President Poroshenko's activities in the news releases (during prime time), thereby 
giving him unjustified privilege vs his opponents. The President (26%) and the 
Government (22%) received almost half the time in the channel's news on politics and 
the elections. Moreover, 91% of coverage of the President of Ukraine was positive (as 
well as TV channel "Pryamyi", "5th Channel" extensively covered both the President's 
trips with the Tomos, and his trips abroad and participation in various events). 
 
When comparing the time allocated for information about Petro Poroshenko vs coverage 
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of other presidential candidates, he received about 13 times more time than one of his 
key rivals, Yuliya Tymoshenko, and more air time than all the other candidates together. 
 
Duration of direct speech of Petro Poroshenko in the stories lasts according to the 
standards approximately 25 seconds, however, several comments from the President 
may be presented in the same story, with intervals, cumulatively amounting to more 
than one minute.  
 
On January 21, 2019, the news release was interrupted (in the middle of a story) for the 
purpose of live broadcast of Petro Poroshenko’s visit to Israel. The broadcast was long 
and exceeded the airtime of the news release, the story that was interrupted was never 
broadcasted till the end. 
 

 
 
With regard to thematic coverage, “5th Channel” focused on events abroad, while the 
third most extensively covered topic was the Operation of the Unified Forces (formerly 
ATO). The channel comprehensively covers the situation in the eastern Ukraine, 
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interviewing Ukrainian soldiers and presenting the latest news on the armed conflict 
with Russia. Regarding coverage of stories, the focus was made on the Russian 
aggression in the eastern Ukraine and the establishment of the united Orthodox 
Church of Ukraine. 
 

TV Channel “1+1”  
 
One of the most popular privately owned TV channels – TV Channel "1+1", as well as the 
other TV channels, demonstrated its own political preferences. It favored Volodymyr 
Zelenskyi.  
 
Among the subjects being monitored, the political party founded by Volodymyr 
Zelenskyi – "Sluha Narodu” – was the fourth political player to receive positive and 
neutral coverage on TV channel "1+1". For comparison: coverage of the Government 
(24%), local authorities (24%), and the President (7%) was mostly neutral or negative. 
 
An example of a story favoring Volodymyr Zelenskyi: in the release of January 24, 2019, 
one of the news stories was on the flash mob "Lopata Challenge", which was organized 
by Zelenskyi using his page in social media, urging all Ukrainians to go out to clean the 
roads of snow.  
 
Besides, on January 18, 2019, an unbalanced story was broadcasted in favor of another 
presidential candidate, Oleksander Shevchenko. The story was about the case where, 
allegedly, representatives of the Security Service of Ukraine covered some of billboards 
with Oleksander Shevchenko's political advertising with paint, in particular, the phrase 
"Let’s remove dust (porokh) from our dwellings". In the story, they interviewed 
representatives of the party UKROP, presented an official response of the municipal 
company that issues permits for placement of visual advertising. However, there were 
no comments from law enforcement agencies, or any evidence that it was the SSU which 
requested painting over part of the billboards. The story was presented in such a way as 
if Oleksander Shevchenko was oppressed by the authorities, which was implicitly linked 
to Petro Poroshenko.  

At the same time, there are unbalanced stories criticizing the current authorities. This, 
for example, was the story of January 25, "During construction of the express train to 
Boryspil, UAH 20 million were stolen from the state", where they mentioned Petro 
Poroshenko and Volodymyr Groisman in a negative way. The story was about 
investigation of a case of embezzlement during construction of the railway connection to 
Boryspil international airport. However, the title of the story creates the impression that 
the embezzlement has already been proven. This violated the standard of separating 
facts from comments, and included currently unproved allegations.  

 

https://tsn.ua/vypusky/tsn/vipusk-tsn-19-30-za-25-sichnya-2019-roku-1286637.html?fbclid=IwAR1pEUoDC7Z-sfM7HHFu-mW3oFghIE8qxb0yUcANp9_-elZZnaAbmNFkAIg
https://tsn.ua/vypusky/tsn/vipusk-tsn-19-30-za-25-sichnya-2019-roku-1286637.html?fbclid=IwAR1pEUoDC7Z-sfM7HHFu-mW3oFghIE8qxb0yUcANp9_-elZZnaAbmNFkAIg
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When it comes to coverage of presidential candidates, the trend is the same, –
Volodymyr Zelenskyi received most of attention on air. Petro Poroshenko and Yuliya 
Tymoshenko are ranked as second and third based on the time allocated for them, 
respectively. While coverage of the leader of the political party "Sluha Narodu" 
amounted to 76% and was positive (there was no negative coverage), coverage of Petro 
Poroshenko in a negative way was 31%, while neutral – 60%.  
 
Disasters, incidents, and accidents, crime and international events (not related to 
Ukraine) were some of the most extensively covered topics on the TV Channel “1+1” 
during the first period of the media monitoring. The fourth most popular topic was the 
civil society (for example, in the context of activists who advocate for resolution of social 
problems). Events that attracted most attention included establishment of the united 
Orthodox Church of Ukraine, the elections in Ukraine, and the Russian aggression in 
Ukraine. 
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TV Channel “NewsOne”  

 
Findings of the media monitoring indicate that TV Channel “NewsOne” demonstrates its 
support for the opposition party "Opposition Platform - For Life" and the candidate 
nominated by this party – Yuriy Boyko.  
 
More than a half of political news and news on the elections on TV Channel “NewsOne” 
in prime time were focused on "Opposition Platform – For Life", and 63% of them 
covered this party in a positive way. For comparison: coverage of other political actors 
was much lower and mostly neutral (for the exception of the Government, which was 
covered in a negative way – 34%). 
 
Coverage of Yuriy Boyko was much more extensive than coverage of any other 
candidate. Moreover, this coverage was exclusively positive and neutral. Instead, the 
candidates following him based on the amount of coverage – Yuliya Tymoshenko and 
Petro Poroshenko – were broadcasted six times less than Yuriy Boyko, and their 
coverage was mostly neutral. 
 
International events (not related to Ukraine), disasters, incidents, and accidents, 
politics and elections were among the most featured topics on TV Channel “NewsOne”  
during the first reporting period. The greatest focus was made on topics related to the 
elections in Ukraine, the captured Ukrainian sailors, and Brexit. 
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On a daily basis, news released on this TV channel includes one story (minimum 40 to 
50 seconds) with positive coverage of "Opposition Platform – For Life". In this story, 
there is always a comment by Yuriy Boyko or Viktor Medvedchuk. For example, on 
January 31, 2019, Yuriy Boyko met with agrarians in Sumy. In all the stories, there was 
the logo or other elements of "Opposition Platform – For Life" visibility displayed on the 
screen. 
 

A new section, NewsTime, was introduced into the news where they may also show 
stories with signs of hidden paid-for advertising about certain politicians. For example, 
on 1 February 2019, the Congress of "Opposition Platform – For Life" was broadcasted 
with a direct speech of Viktor Medvedchuk and Yuriy Boyko. These stories were not 
properly labeled, the viewer might have confused them with ordinary news.  
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TV Channel “112 Ukraine”  

 
In the period from January 14 till February 3, 2019, Petro Poroshenko’s Block 
"Solidarity" (a subject being monitored) was one of the most extensively presented 
political actors (31%). It is followed by the Government (24%) and the President (13%), 
information about which was mainly neutral and positive. For comparison: “Opposition 
Platform – For Life" was covered at 12% in positive and neutral ways. 
 
When it comes to coverage of presidential candidates, Petro Poroshenko received the 
largest share of time vs other candidates: 51% of the coverage was positive and 31% was 
negative. The second most extensively covered candidate was Yuriy Boyko, whose 
coverage was only positive (for example, he was portrayed as an active advocate of 
reduction of utility prices). 
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Disasters, incidents, and accidents, crime, as well as international events (not related to 
Ukraine) and social issues were among the most popular topics on the channel. As well 
as on "Inter", on "112 Ukraine" social issues were covered mainly in the context of Yuriy 
Boyko's election campaign. The greatest focus was on topics related to the elections in 
Ukraine, the utility prices, and the captured Ukrainian sailors. 

 

TV Channel “Ukraine”  
 
According to a research of the Industrial Television Committee, TV Channel “Ukraine” 
was the most popular one in the country in January 2019. The largest share of prime 
time news coverage on the TV channel was dedicated to the “Radical Party by Oleh 
Lyashko” and the political party “Opposition Bloc” (20% each). They are followed, by 
coverage time, by the President (15%), the Government (13%), and the All-Ukrainian 
Association “Batkivshchyna” (11%). Coverage of the first three political actors was 
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mostly neutral and positive, while the Government was presented in a neutral and 
negative way. 
 
Oleh Lyashko and Petro Poroshenko were most extensively covered out of the 
presidential candidates on TV Channel “Ukraine”, followed by Yuliya Tymoshenko and 
Oleksander Vilkul. Candidates who received rather negative than positive or neutral 
coverage were Yuriy Boyko and Oleksander Shevchenko. 

 
In addition to positive stories about such presidential candidates as Oleh Lyashko, 
Oleksander Vilkul, and Petro Poroshenko, the monitoring detected stories containing 
signs of hidden paid-for advertising. Thus, two times during the same week (on January 
29 and January 31, 2019), an identical story about the international confectionery 
exhibition in Cologne was broadcasted with direct speech by Borys Kolesnikov, 
representing "Opposition Bloc".  

An example of a story referred to as “shoe leather" (non-critical coverage of official 
events that do not have any particular news value) is the material of January 16, 2019 on 
opening a college, where the focus was made on Petro Poroshenko’s speech. In 
particular, 47 seconds out of 1 minute of the story were allocated for his comment. This 
is despite the fact that Petro Poroshenko’s statements were not about the college.  
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Disasters, incidents, and accidents, as well as the elections were some of the most 

extensively presented topics on the TV channel. The greatest focus was made on events 

related to the elections in Ukraine and the utility prices. 

 

TV Channel “STB”  

 
In the period from January 14 till February 3, 2019, the Government was the most 
extensively covered political actor on TV Channel “STB” (31%). It is followed by the 
President (25%), “Opposition Bloc” (18%), and “Batkivshchyna” party (13%). Coverage 
of the Government was mainly neutral, while coverage of the other three political actors 
above was largely positive. 
Speaking about coverage of candidates for presidency, Petro Poroshenko was the leader 
on this TV channel. He is followed by Oleksander Vilkul, Yuliya Tymoshenko, and 
Anatoliy Hrytsenko. All of them received mainly positive coverage. Talking about Petro 
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Poroshenko, he is mentioned mainly in connection with the establishment of the united 
Orthodox Church of Ukraine, modernization of the Ukrainian army, and the need to hit 
back the Russian aggression. Regarding the other candidates, the coverage was largely 
focused on their activities, meetings with voters, and other events within their election 
campaigns. 

 

 
Disasters, incidents, accidents, healthcare, and events abroad (not related to Ukraine), 

as well as the elections were among the most extensively presented topics on this 

channel. The greatest focus was made on the topics related to the elections in Ukraine, 

the captured Ukrainian sailors, and the Russian aggression in Ukraine. 
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TALK SHOWS AND DEBATES 

 
General trends 

 Some TV channels show their political preferences using talk shows (especially 
obvious for TV Channel “Pryamyi” – in favor of the current President Petro 
Poroshenko and against Yuliya Tymoshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyi; TV 
Channel "1+1" favors Volodymyr Zelenskyi, Oleksander Shevchenko, and 
opposes the current authorities; TV Channel “NewsOne” favors the "Opposition 
Platform – For Life" and opposes the current authorities.  

 The most balanced programs were "Vitaliy Portnikov's Political Club" and 
"People Against” by Natalia Vlashchenko.  

 Polls of audience are held in the studio of most talk shows, but TV hosts do not 
emphasize the unrepresentative nature of these polls (in violation of the Law of 
Ukraine “On Elections of the President of Ukraine”, Article 56-6, which states 
that "throughout the period of promulgation of interactive audience poll results, 
they shall be accompanied with the text message: "This poll only reflects 
views of this audience” to be shown on the screen (for TV) in a form 
perceptible to the audience or to be voiced (for radio) in the announcer’s or the 
program host’s clear text before showing these results and after." 

 Candidates use participation in talk shows to promote the messages they need to 
another audience (in particular, via news in online media or social media; for 
example, Oleksander Shevchenko actively promoted his participation in the 
program "The Right to Power" (TV Channel "1+1") on Facebook. After a speech 
by Yuliya Tymoshenko at a talk show, a number of on-line media published news 
quoting her speech).  

 

TV Channel "1+1", "The Right to Power" 
 

Three programs were analyzed: January 24, January 31, February 7 
 
General trends  

 Discussions in the studio are aimed at criticizing the current authorities, actually 
without giving them the right to respond.  

 There is an imbalance of invitees, and thus accusations against the Government, 
the President and the Verkhovna Rada voiced in the course of the discussion 
cannot be challenged as their representatives are not in the studio. 

 Presidential candidates Oleksander Shevchenko, Anatoliy Hrytsenko, and Andriy 
Sadovyi participated in two talk shows in a row, while other candidates from the 
long list (44) have never been represented yet.  

 
Comments  
The most constructive program was the one with participation of journalists, on January 
24, 2019, with the topic "Specific features of the election campaign in Ukraine". During 
the monitoring, no particular violations or manipulations were detected. Efforts of 
Oleksander Dubinskyi – the host of the "Money" program on TV Channel "1+1” – to 
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speak sarcastically about certain politicians participating in the election campaign (in 
particular, Petro Poroshenko, Yuliya Tymoshenko, Anatoliy Hrytsenko, Volodymyr 
Zelenskyi) were immediately stopped by the host, as well as Dmytro Gordon's efforts to 
promote one of the candidates for presidency (the former SSU head Ihor Smeshko).  
 
Two other programs (on January 31 and February 7, 2019) were marked by some 
tendencies. In the talk show of January 31, only presidential candidates and experts 
opposing the Government and the President were invited to the studio. The discussion 
all in all boiled down to accusations against the Government, the President, and the 
Verkhovna Rada using popular populist cliches; no other point of view to counter those 
was presented. In the program of February 7, there were also presidential candidates 
and experts opposing Petro Poroshenko, except political analyst Volodymyr Fesenko (he 
held a balanced position). They expressed accusations against the president and his 
campaign headquarters, discussed his election program in the studio. But there was 
nobody to respond to all the accusations.  
 
Sociology and polls in the studio  
During the program of January 31, the hosts mentioned two sociological surveys 
including candidates’ ratings conducted by well-known sociology institutes, in particular 
“Rating” group, as well as a joint survey by SOCIS, KIIS, and Razumkov Center. The 
survey was presented with all the required source data (these data were indicated on the 
infographics, as well as voiced by the hosts).  
 
At the same time, a poll among viewers present in the studio was held during the talk 
show of February 7 (titled “Activation”), and reactions of the guests in the studio to what 
the participants of the discussion were saying were shown on the TV screen. When they 
criticized Petro Poroshenko, support of the audience for such statements often rose to 
80% and higher, with no indication as to representation of the audience in the studio. 
The hosts also failed to emphasize that the poll was not representative.  
 
Gender  
In the talk show of February 7, Natalia Museychuk, a TV host, gave the floor first to 
Yuliya Tymoshenko, which she accompanied with the phrase: "As a woman to a 
woman". This is a stereotype.  
 

TV Channel “Espreso.TV”, “Vitaliy Portnikov Politclub” 

Four programs were analyzed: January 17, January 24, January 31, February 7 

2019 

 
General trends  

 The program is balanced with respect to guests invited for the show. 
 There were no preferences shown in favour of a certain candidate or a particular 

political actor.  
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Comments 
 
In general, “Vitaliy Portnikov Politclub” is one of the most balanced talk shows. The 
guests of the show always represent wide spectrum of political actors. Independent 
experts invited for the show provide expert opinion regarding the issues discussed. The 
discussion is usually quite constructive. 

No violation of election legislation was noticed as well.  
 
However, there are some subjective judgements expressed at the beginning of the talk 
show . Each program starts with analysis of the political situation or topic of discussion 
provided by the host – Vitaliy Portnikov. Vitaliy Portnikov analysis reveals his sympathy 
toward some politicians. For instance, though implicitly, he positively assessed Petro 
Poroshenko`s efforts as incumbent President to receive Tomos and endorse 
Constitutional amendments in the talk show on February 7. “Political squabbles will be 
forgotten, but the church will stay... and Constitutional provision will stay”, – Portnikov 
said.  
 
Gender 
Women-politicians and experts are invited as guest speakers to all programs. In some 
programs, invited women and men are even equally represented (program of February 
7). No stereotypization or gender discrimination have been identified.  

 

TV Channel “ICTV”, “Freedom of speech” 

Four programs were analyzed: January 14, January 21, January 28,  February 4  
 

General trends  
 TV channel provides an opportunity for key candidates to present their 

manifestos: during the monitoring period, “Freedom of speech”  studio was 
visited by Yuliya Tymoshenko, Anatoliy Hrytsenko, Oleksandr Vilkul and Petro 
Poroshenko.  

 There is no balance as to the guests of the program: usually guests in the studio 
are loyal to the presidential candidate invited to the show. Experts and journalists 
participating in the show do not pose any thorny questions (except Vadym 
Karasiov who criticized  Oleksandr Vilkul`s  team in the show of January 28, 
trying to prove distortion of  facts by them).  

 

Comments 
 
In fact, “Freedom of speech” talk show is a platform for the invited presidential 
candidates to promote their beliefs and manifestos. All candidates feel quite 
comfortable, since neither the host nor other talk show participants (politicians and 
experts) ask  any difficult questions, as well as they never doubt what a candidate says, 
though the latter often makes populist statements.  
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Some statements of the candidates sound as self campaigning. For instance, in the 
program of January 28, Oleksandr Vilkul  said: “After our victory I guarantee, that 
the war and military hostilities will be over in a matter of days, there will be relaunch of 
negotiation process”.  
 
Petro Poroshenko  was more cautious in his statement during the program of February 
4. For example, he said: “We will surely win in eliminating poverty and in defeating the 
aggressor” or “Ukraine will show Europe its responsible choice and how Ukrainians can 
overcome populism”. Though, the context proved that he meant his own victory at the 
presidential elections under “responsible choice”.  
 
Some speakers expressed criticism towards opponents and the Government, but  since 
there is no balance kept with regard to the guests, it is left without response. If Yuliya 
Tymoshenko, Anatoliy Hrytsenko and Oleksandr Vilkul openly criticize the Government 
and incumbent President, Petro Poroshenko is critical of populism without mentioning 
any names. At the same time, he makes a comparison with other candidates (for 
instance, he stressed what populism led to in case of Maduro in Venezuela and said: 
“Maduro promised to nationalize companies and reduce gas tariffs by half”, this is a 
direct reference to Yuliya Tymoshenko who also promised to reduce gas tariffs by 50% if 
she is elected).  
 
Sociology and polls in the studio  
 
The audience are always polled at the beginning and at the end of each program. 
However, the host never gives the number of guests present in the studio and does not 
say that this polling can not be believed to be representative.  
 
In the program of February  14 with Yuliya Tymohsenko being the key guest, the polling 
was misleading. The audience was asked: “Have you made up your minds whom to vote 
for at the presidential elections?”. Since there was only one guest and no multiple choice  
was offered, the outcome (at the beginning of the program: 51% – “Yes”, 49% – “No” 
and at the end of the program: 79% – “Yes”, 21% – “No”) might have been misleading, 
as during the program 28% of the polled audience decided to vote for Yuliya 
Tymohsenko. 
 
Gender 
Both men and women politicians and experts participate in the talk show, however, 
there is always less women present.  
The program of February 14 was unreasonably focused on gender. In particular, 
presidential candidate Yuliya Tymoshenko repeatedly stated: “my male opponents 
repeatedly resorted to slander against me”. There was no response to that neither from 
the host nor from talk show participants.  
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TV Channel “ZIK”, “People Are Against” (Narod Proty) 

Two programs were analyzed: January 25 and February 1, 2019  
 
General trends  
 

 The program is balanced with respect to guests invited to the show  
 No preferences in favour of a particular candidate or a political party.  

 

Comments 

The announced topics of both monitored programs are emotionally colored. The topic 
discussed on January 25 was “Ukraine today: church, tariffs and war of compromising 
materials”; the topic on February 1 was  “On the eve of the elections: corruption is alive, 
military are dying “.  

Both programs, nevertheless, were balanced: there were representatives of different 
political parties that had equal opportunities to speak (this was possible due to strict 
timing allocation for speakers). However, it is worth noting that Yuriy Miroshnychenko 
(“Opposition platform – For life”) participated in both programs.  

The hostess remains neutral and non-judgmental as to the statements made by the 
guests and issues discussed.  

Sociology and polls in the studio  
 
Similar to other talk shows, polls are carried out among the viewers present in the studio 
during the “Narod Proty” TV show. The hostess neither mentions the total number of 
those who participate in the polling nor says that this polling is not representative.  

In the program of January 25 the question to be answered by the studio was: “What are 
you concerned about the most today: 1) scandal regarding the churches joining 
Orthodox Church of Ukraine (at the beginning of the program – 10%; at the end of the 
program – 9%); 2) utility bills (at the beginning of the program – 65%; at the end of the 
program – 69%); 3) Russian agents in Ukrainian authorities (at the beginning of the 
program – 25%; at the end of the program – 22%)?”. List of answers to the question 
“What are you concerned about the most today?” is irrelevant, since it gives answers 
from different areas, and includes only one issue sensitive for the Ukrainian society 
nowadays – namely, the issue of utilities tariffs (therefore, the outcome of polling in the 
studio is predictable).  
 
The program of February 1 offered the following question to be answered: “Is Ukraine’s 
aspiration for the EU and NATO membership a civilization choice or part of election 
technologies?” (outcome of the poll at the beginning of the program: 64% – election 
technologies, 36% – civilization choice; at the end of the program the outcome was the 
same). The question was not phrased neutrally and can lead the polled respondents to a 
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certain answer. Topic announced at the beginning of the program as well as discussion 
of elections in the course of the show can enhance this impact as well.  
 
Gender  
Men dominated in the studio of the both analyzed programs (there was only one woman 
guest speaker in each of them).  
 

“Pryamyi” TV Channel, “Echo of Ukraine” with Matvey 

Ganapolsky 

15 programs have been analyzed 
 
General trends  

 Talk show discussions are aimed at supporting Petro Poroshenko and criticizing 
his election opponents, primarily Yulia Tymoshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyi 
(done via the choice of guests and topics discussed).  

 The host Matvey Ganapolsky is open in showing his likes and dislikes of 
politicians. 

 The host and guests are noticed to resort to hate speech and express offensive 
statements with respect to politicians and people not present in the studio.  

 

Comments 

“Echo of Ukraine” with Matvey Ganapolsky stands out among other talk shows due to its 
distinctive subjectivism that shows through the personality of a host and its behavior. 
Matvey Ganapolsky is constantly judgemental not only regarding the latest 
developments but also politicians; sometimes the host is openly rude. 

The TV show’s subjectivity is seen through the topics selected for the discussion and 
invited guests. For instance, the topic of  “Tymoshenko’s gas contracts” was the subject 
discussed in four programs (aired on January 15, 18, 21 and 28), and topic “Tymoshenko 
disinformed voters” was discussed in two programs (aired on January 25 and 29), and 
there were a couple of other programs where Tymosheno was negatively portrayed. In 
eight out of  15 programs Volodymyr Zelenskyi was criticised (January 16, 18, 21, 24, 25, 
28, 29 and February 1). There was no alternative opinion offered there.  

A documentary about Volodymyr Zelenskyi called “Green light for Kolomoisky” was 
announced during the program aired on January 25; in the announcement, there was a 
promise to reveal “the full truth” about Volodymyr Zelenskyi. In the course of the same 
program, a video was shown on how  Yulia Tymoshenko  and Volodymyr Zelenskyi 
disinform the voters. They were not given a chance to respond. Notably, on another TV 
channel during the other talk show called “Right to power” (“1+1”) on February 7 it was 
discussed how Petro Poroshenko’s team was preparing for rigging the elections (again, 
with no chance for Petro Poroshenko’s team to respond to the allegations).  
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“Echo of Ukraine” program always has BPP representatives or government 
representatives (ministries and agencies). The host is normally loyal to them. In the 
program aired on January 23 Matvey Ganapolsky even said that all ministries “were 
ordered to come to the program and share their success stories”. On the other hand, the 
representatives of the criticized politicians are very rarely invited to the studio. There 
was only one appearance of an MP from “Batkivshchyna”, Serhiy Soboliev (on January 
14) during the monitored period.  

Statements that may contain hate speech, derogatory and discriminatory 
comments 

“Echo of Ukraine” show with Matvey Ganapolsky had the largest number of statements  
that may contain hate speech, unethical comments and direct derogatory statements 
made about politicians and other persons, primarily about Yulia Tymoshenko and 
Volodymyr Zelenskyi, according to the media monitoring results. 

On January 16 Оleksiy Honcharenko, an MP from BPP, came for the show dressed as 
Charlie Chaplin since he lost the bet (Honcharenko  was to get dressed as a clown if 
Volodymyr Zelenskyi decided to run for presidency). Most of the time Оleksiy 
Honcharenko was talking about Volodymyr Zelenskyi (in a sarcastic manner and 
making improper jokes).  

On January 21 the host Matvey Ganapolskiy called  supporters  of Anatoliy Hrytsenko, 
Yulia Tymoshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyi cultists (namely, he said “Sect of 
Hrytsenko’s witnesses”). In the same very program incorrect jokes were made about 
Tymoshenko.  

In a program aired on January 24 the host called Russian journalist  Olga Skabeyeva 
“media prostitute”.  

On January 28 Matvey Ganapolsky said: “She is black!” about an American actress 
Whoopi Goldberg. Paying attention to skin color may be a sign of hate speech, since  the 
person was referred to in a derogatory manner on the ground of ethnicity. 
 
Sociology and polls in the studio  
  

In a program on January 23 with Oleksandr Moroz (head of the Socialist Party of 
Oleksandr Moroz) as the guest of the program, the host asked the audience to raise 
hands for or against supporting Oleksandr Moroz as a presidential candidate, counted 
them and announced the respective numbers. The host did not say that this voting is 
non-representative and expressed exclusively the opinion of the people present in the 
studio. Thus, this opinion poll is manipulative.  

“112 Channel”, “Puls” 

Three programs have been analyzed: January 15, 22 and 29, 2019  
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General trends  
 Discussions are often emotional and nonconstructive. 
 Sociological data and opinion polling in the studio are not always presented 

correctly.  
 

Comments 

The channel tends to invite representatives of different political parties to participate in 
the show. However, Nataliia Korolevska was present as a guest speaker in all three 
shows during the monitored period.  

Discussions are always emotional, both politicians and experts resort to populism. Hosts 
do not try to change the tone of the discussion to a constructive one. Political process as 
such is always negatively described. The program might leave the viewers with the  
impression that elections are allegedly always rigged, all politicians are corrupt and are 
striving to split the country, etc.  

Sociology and polls in the studio  
 
On January 15 at the beginning of the program the studio was offered to answer the 
question “Are you ready to sell your votes?” (72% of the people present in the studio said 
that they were). Though the hosts stressed that this polling was non-representative and 
announced the number of the respondents (112 persons), such wording of the question 
set a particular tone to the discussion in the studio. Despite the hosts’ clarification that 
“it was not an offer to sell their votes”, at the same time they did not stress that the 
Criminal Code of Ukraine provides for the liability for bribing voters/selling votes. 
Throughout the TV program, messages from the TV viewers (marked with an icon to 
show that allegedly they were text messages sent from the phones) were displayed on 
the screen, but they seemed to be intentionally selected to illustrate the studio 
tendencies and enhanced emotional intensity of the discussion in the studio (for 
example: “Jan: are we going to have a сensus before the elections?”, “Аnatoliy: of course, 
we will have falsifications… Candidates have all means for that! Average person will 
never make it there”, “Roman: why do the candidates get public funds for the elections, 
can`t they contribute their own millions they have stolen?”. 

 

Оnline-media 

 
General trends  

 Most online media outlets had referred to politicians as presidential candidates 
prior to their official registration at the CEC. 

 Similarly to TV channels, most of online media outlets had their political 
preferences in covering the election campaign (for instance, website 
“Obozrevatel” published large number of the stories in support of Yulia 
Tymoshenko, “Segodnya” favored Petro Poroshenko and Oleksandr Vilkul, and 
“Strana” supported Yuriy Boyko and was against Petro Poroshenko).  
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 Frequent instances of manipulating sociological data or their incorrect 
interpretation were detected and recorded. 

 Media outlets often use social media as the only source of information without 
any attempts to verify the information obtained from this source. 

 

 

Obozrevatel.com/Internet media outlet “Оbozrevatel” 

 
During the first leg of media monitoring internet media outlet “Оbozrevatel” provided 
wide coverage of elections (this topic was covered the most within the elections and 
politics news section dedicated to all politicians that were subject to monitoring). As to 
presidential candidates, Yulia Tymoshenko was most widely covered, almost twice as 
often as Petro Poroshenko and Anatoliy Hrytsenko. She was mostly portrayed positively, 
whilst two other candidates, for the most part, neutrally. For example, internet 
publication “Оbozrevatel” widely covered Yulia Tymoshenko’s congress in the Palace of 
Sports where she announced her intention to run for presidency. Оleksandr Shevchenko 
is the only candidate that gets negative coverage. 
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Most of the news items that had some elements of being advertorial (“dzhynsa”) were 
the ones about Yulia Tymoshenko. On average, during one day of the monitoring period 
the media outlet published three-five news items about this presidential candidate . The 
peak of the stories about Tymoshenko happened on January 22  (the Congress of 
“Batkivschyna” party where Yulia Tymoshenko was nominated a presidential candidate) 
– there were 11 stories published about her on the website that day.  
 
Following the “Freedom of speech” program on ICTV channel (aired on January 14) 
obozrevatel.com had four news items within one day with positive quotes and references 
about Yulia Tymoshenko. There were non-newsworthy stories as well. For example, 
news on January 21: “Тymoshenko congratulated Ukrainians with the International Hug 
Day” (news based on Yulia Tymoshenko’s post at her official Facebook page).  
 
The website published news that might contain elements of being advertorial in support 
of Petro Poroshenko. In particular, the headline of a news item was initially “The US 

https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/politics/timoshenko-privitala-ukraintsiv-z-dnem-obijmiv.htm
https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/politics/timoshenko-privitala-ukraintsiv-z-dnem-obijmiv.htm
https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/politics/volker-vrazhenij-zminami-ukraini-pri-poroshenku.htm
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Department of State Special Representative for Ukraine is impressed with changes in 
Ukraine during Poroshenko’s presidency”, but was later changed to “Volker is impressed 
with changes in Ukraine during Poroshenko’s term” and was republished with a later 
date, thus potentially increasing the audience (new readers will see it). Moreover, it is 
not an exclusive news but is made on the basis of Kurt Volker’s interview to “Pryamyi” 
TV channel.  
 

 

Segodnya.ua/Internet media outlet “Segodnya.ua” 

 
Among all presidential candidates Petro Poroshenko receives most of the coverage on 
“Segodnya.ua”, four times more than Oleksandr Vilkul who was second most covered 
candidate.. These candidates, as well as other candidates, are usually presented 
positively or neutrally. This online media outlet covers Petro Poroshenko in his official 
capacity of the President – namely, his trips to the regions with Tomos, his business trip 
to Davos as well as his participation in other events. 
 
Some pieces of news about  Petro Poroshenko  are reprinted from his official Facebook 
page. The journalists of the media outlet neither check this information nor add 
anything to it. For instance, on February 3, online media outlet published the news 
“Poroshenko congratulated metropolitan Epifaniy on his 40th birthday” based 
exclusively on Petro Poroshenko’s post  in Facebook.  

Some news items have elements of being advertorial, though directly they do not 
promote Petro Poroshenko but seem to be linked to him. For example, on January 31, 
2019 a news item was published “Confectionary corporation built housing for military”, 
where Roshen corporation that provided housing for the military was positively 
portrayed. There is a direct association with Petro Poroshenko here. The news was 
published within the “Business news” section, and it was not marked as advertising. 

The website also publishes stories with the advertorial features in support of Oleksandr 
Vilkul. For example, “Vilkul: Stopping the war is the main prerequisite for reviving the 
economy” (January 16), “Vilkul: development of highly technological industries is the 
precondition for economic growth” (January 19,  2019). Both news items were written 
on the basis of the stories shown before in the news programme on “Ukraine” TV 
channel (typical practice used by Segodnya.ua).  

There were news items with incorrect use of sociological surveys. For example,  Yulia 
Tymoshenko is called “a leading candidate in sociological ratings”, without any 
reference to any sociological survey (news of January 28, 2019 “Ukraine elects the 
president: main news of January 28”).  

 
 

https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/politics/volker-vrazhenij-zminami-ukraini-pri-poroshenku.htm
https://www.obozrevatel.com/ukr/politics/volker-vrazhenij-zminami-ukraini-pri-poroshenku.htm
https://ukr.segodnya.ua/ukraine/poroshenko-pozdravil-mitropolita-epifaniya-s-40-letiem-1215644.html
https://www.facebook.com/petroporoshenko/photos/a.474433502691047/1524758454325208/?type=3&theater
https://ukr.segodnya.ua/ukraine/konditerskaya-korporaciya-postroila-zhile-dlya-voennosluzhashchih-1214390.html
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“Segodnya.ua” focuses on the work of ministries, covering them mostly positively or 
neutrally. Elections in Ukraine, health care reform and creation of united Orthodox 
Church of Ukraine are the topics that get the most coverage. 

 

Strana.ua/Іnternet media outlet “Strana.ua” 

 
Similar to “Obozrevatel”, online media outlet Strana.ua widely covered elections (this 
topic was covered the most within the elections and politics news section dedicated to all 
politicians that were subject to monitoring). Contrary to “Оbozrevatel” that showed 
support to Petro Poroshenko by covering him, “Strana.ua” did the opposite. Though 
incumbent president got the main share of coverage, it was mainly negative or neutral. 
For example, the internet media outlet covered the incident that happened when Petro 
Poroshenko went to Cherkasy on January 18 with tomos when he was asked in Russian 
about his plans to combat corruption. Instead of answering the question, Petro 
Poroshenko called the person a provocateur from Moscow. At the same time his key 
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opponents Yulia Tymoshenko and Volodymyr Zelenskyi, ranking next after him in terms 
of coverage, are also portrayed negatively and neutrally. 
 
As it was said before, news about Petro Poroshenko is presented in a negative and 
ironical way: for example, on January 29 a news item was published with the heading 
“Poroshenko announced about his participation in a presidential race wearing a 
wrinkled jacket. Photо“ (this story is not of any newsworthiness, the authors focused on 
the clothes of  President; it also contains references to other similar stories); on January 
28, another story came out – “Does not want to get dirty with his waste products". 
Poroshenko is going to run as self-nominated candidate“ (the judgemental quote that 
journalist Olena Yakhno posted on Facebook was taken as a headline in this news). 
Sometimes news (neutral with respect to Petro Poroshenko) contain references to 
negative stories about him that are not related to the subject matter.  

Instead, the online media outlet almost always remains neutral as to Yuriy Boyko.  

Journalists of this media outlet tend to often break journalism standards, in particular: 
 Authenticity standard  due to referring to anonymous sources. For example, news 

of January 17 – “Peoples’s Front" expels MP Tymoshenko because he runs for 
presidency– source” – the very headline has reference to an anonymous source. 
Another example – in the news of February 2 “Embassadors ask whether 
Zelenskyi is concerned that radicals can burn him up. Comedian met with the 
Western diplomats“ journalists indicate reference as  “Strana’s own sources in the 
diplomatic circle”; 

 Standard of separating facts from comments: news items have a lot of 
judgemental statements (for example, in the abovementioned news about  
Volodymyr Zelenskyi dated February 2 a journalist not only refers to an 
unidentified source but also makes a conclusion that “diplomats were “fazed" by 
the meeting. Comedian was nervous and gave vague answers”); 

 Social media posts are the only source for many news items; 
 Media outlet can change headlines of the same news to make it emotionally 

coloured or differently highlight key points. For example, the headline 
“Poroshenko met with the Speaker of Israeli Parliament” was changed to 
“Poroshenko paused the Tomos Tour to discuss trade with the Speaker of 
Knesset”.  

 

https://strana.ua/news/183553-poroshenko-na-svoem-forume-opjat-vyhljadel-pomjato-foto.html
https://strana.ua/news/183553-poroshenko-na-svoem-forume-opjat-vyhljadel-pomjato-foto.html
https://strana.ua/news/183324-vybory-2019-petr-poroshenko-budet-ballotirovatsja-kak-samovydvizhenets.html
https://strana.ua/news/183324-vybory-2019-petr-poroshenko-budet-ballotirovatsja-kak-samovydvizhenets.html
https://strana.ua/news/184222-vladimir-zelenskij-na-vstreche-s-poslami-es-ne-smoh-otvetit-na-voprosy-zapadnykh-diplomatov.html
https://strana.ua/news/184222-vladimir-zelenskij-na-vstreche-s-poslami-es-ne-smoh-otvetit-na-voprosy-zapadnykh-diplomatov.html
https://strana.ua/news/184222-vladimir-zelenskij-na-vstreche-s-poslami-es-ne-smoh-otvetit-na-voprosy-zapadnykh-diplomatov.html
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Hromadske.ua/Internet media outlet “Hromadske” 

 
Internet media outlet “Hromadske” also extensively covers the topic of elections (this 
topic was covered the most within the elections and politics news section dedicated to all 
political actors that were subject to monitoring). Contrary to other monitored media 
outlets, “Hromadske” tried to provide the most objective picture of the election 
campaign. The most covered candidate in the course of the first period of media 
monitoring was Volodymyr Zelenskyi followed by Petro Poroshenko and Yulia 
Tymoshenko. The tone of the coverage was mainly neutral, Volodymyr Zelenskyi was 
portrayed more negatively than positively. 
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Pravda.com.ua/Internet media outlet “Ukrainska pravda” 

 
Similarly to “Hromadske”, internet media outlet “Ukrainska pravda” tried to provide its 
readers with informative and in-depth coverage of the elections. The media outlet 
focused on elections (this topic was covered the most within the elections and politics 
news section dedicated to all political actors that were subject to monitoring). When  
compared with other presidential candidates, Petro Poroshenko got somewhat more 
coverage than those who closely follow him, namely Anatoliy Hrytsenko and Volodymyr 
Zelenskyi. They were normally portrayed positively or neutrally – same applies to Yulia 
Tymoshenko  ranking fourth as the most covered candidate. Internet media outlet 
“Ukrainska pravda” mostly neutrally covered the work of the government, and elections 
in Ukraine were the most covered event of the monitoring period. 
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Nv.ua/Internet media outlet “Novoye Vremya” (NV) 

 
Petro Poroshenko got somewhat more coverage than Yulia Tymoshenko and Volodymyr 
Zelenskyi by internet media outlet “NV” during the first period of monitoring. Petro 
Poroshenko was mainly portrayed neutrally and positively, other candidates got neutral 
or negative coverage. “NV” mainly neutrally covered the work of the government. 
Elections in Ukraine was the most covered topic of the period under monitoring. 
 

Sociological surveys attracted attention in the course of the monitoring. Namely, on 
January 31 three  news items were published, all with headlines about the leadership of 
the monitored subject Volodymyr Zelenskyi. Particularly:  

 “Zelenskyi and Poroshenko are leading in the presidential election opinion polls - 

survey“ (data of three sociological companies – Center of Social and Marketing 

https://nv.ua/ukr/ukraine/politics/zelenskiy-i-poroshenko-lidiruyut-u-prezidentskomu-reytingu-opituvannya-50004011.html
https://nv.ua/ukr/ukraine/politics/zelenskiy-i-poroshenko-lidiruyut-u-prezidentskomu-reytingu-opituvannya-50004011.html
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Studies “Socis”, Kyiv International Institute of Sociology (КIІS) and Razumkov 

Center); 

 “Zelenskyi is ahead of Tymoshenko in the second round - polls“ (sociological 

group “Rating”); 

 “Opinion poll: popularity of Poroshenko and Zelenskyi is increasing, 

Tymoshenko’s support shows slight decrease“ (sociological group “Rating”); 

 

So much attention to one candidate can not be justified and/or can have elements of 
being advertorial or just a sign of omission on the part of editor (since any other similar 
instances were not noticed).  

Gender  

On January 22 the online media outlet “NV” web site published a vidео “Turned out 
(“Zashkvareni” in Ukrainian)” that was produced by “Pryamyi” TV channel and 
contained signs of sexism. Yulia Tymoshenko, who is being monitored, was the heroine 
of the video. Media outlet added reasonable comment that “video contains some 
improper references to the appearance of Tymoshenko”.  

 

 

 

https://nv.ua/ukr/ukraine/politics/zelenskiy-viperedzhaye-timoshenko-u-drugomu-turi-opituvannya-50004012.html
https://nv.ua/ukr/ukraine/politics/socopituvannya-reyting-poroshenka-i-zelenskogo-zris-pidtrimka-timoshenko-trohi-zmenshilasya-50004028.html
https://nv.ua/ukr/ukraine/politics/socopituvannya-reyting-poroshenka-i-zelenskogo-zris-pidtrimka-timoshenko-trohi-zmenshilasya-50004028.html
https://nv.ua/ukr/lifestyle/zashkvareni-pryamiy-znyav-multfilm-v-yakomu-vismiyuyut-kandidativ-u-prezidenti-50002662.html
https://nv.ua/ukr/lifestyle/zashkvareni-pryamiy-znyav-multfilm-v-yakomu-vismiyuyut-kandidativ-u-prezidenti-50002662.html
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Korrespondent.net/Internet media outlet “Коrrespondent” 

 
Within its election and political news section, Internet media outlet “Коrrespondent” 
mainly featured Petro Poroshenko, who got four times more coverage than the next 
most featured candidate, Volodymyr Zelenskyi. Information about Poroshenko was 
mainly neutral and positive while Volodymyr Zelenskyi got mostly negative coverage.  
 

Though most of the news items about Petro Poroshenko were positive or neutral, now 
and then there were some negative pieces written, inter alia, in violation of professional 
standards. On January 30, the web site published a story “A vote for Poroshenko in 
Donbas costs UAH 300 – social media” accompanied by video where teachers are 
allegedly bribed and made to vote for Petro Poroshenko. There is a clear breach of 
authenticity and balance standards in this news story, as the information is presented as 
a proven fact. There are no attempts to verify either the source (particularly, it is 
mentioned that a person named Аnna Fil added the video on YouTube) or the video. 
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Accused person’s opinion is missing, there are no comments of an independent expert 
either.  

During the period of monitoring we identified materials that can have elements of being 
advertorial. For example, news of January 17 with the heading “І.Кіva: SPU got the 
support of left-wing representatives in the European Parliament“ is in fact a reprint 
from the website of the Socialist Party of Ukraine.  

“Коrrespondent” tends to neutrally and positively cover the work of the government. 

Elections in Ukraine were the most covered topic of the monitoring period. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

https://ua.korrespondent.net/ukraine/4054688-ikiva-spu-otrymala-pidtrymku-predstavnykiv-livykh-v-yevroparlamenti
https://ua.korrespondent.net/ukraine/4054688-ikiva-spu-otrymala-pidtrymku-predstavnykiv-livykh-v-yevroparlamenti
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Gordon.ua/Internet media outlet “Gordon.ua” 
 

During the first period of media monitoring Gordon.ua also actively focused on 
elections. Candidates Petro Poroshenko, Volodymyr Zelenskyi and Yulia Tymoshenko 
received most of the coverage, which was mainly neutral or positive. Gordon.ua mainly 
positively or neutrally presented the work of the government. Elections in Ukraine were 
the most featured topic of the monitoring period. 
 

 
 

 
In the course of this monitoring period, the website provided incorrect interpretation of 
sociological surveys. On January 29 the news “Tymoshenko remains the leader of 
presidential race - opinion polls” referred to survey of “Socioprognoz” analytical group 
conducted on January 17 – 26, 2019. On the same day the news “Poroshenko announced 
his intent to run for the second term“ quoted data that was taken from last December’s 

https://gordonua.com/ukr/news/politics/timoshenko-zalishajetsja-liderom-prezidentskoji-gonki-opituvannja-695630.html
https://gordonua.com/ukr/news/politics/timoshenko-zalishajetsja-liderom-prezidentskoji-gonki-opituvannja-695630.html
https://gordonua.com/ukr/news/politics/poroshenko-ogolosiv-pro-namir-balotuvatisja-na-drugij-strok-697861.html
https://gordonua.com/ukr/news/politics/poroshenko-ogolosiv-pro-namir-balotuvatisja-na-drugij-strok-697861.html
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survey conducted by the “Ilko Kucheriv Democratic Initiatives Foundation” where Yulia 
Tymoshenko ranked first with  16% and Petro Poroshenko had 13,8%.  

 

SOCIAL MEDIA  
Given the increasing influence of social media during the elections, monitoring team 
analyzed their role in the elections by examining the Facebook pages of the candidates, 
traditional and online media and opinion leaders. 
Out of social media networks, Facebook was selected to be monitored. As of early 2019 
13mln Ukrainians used Facebook, according to a survey carried out by the PlusOne 
company. It is one of the most important communication channels in Ukraine fot 
various segments including business and politics.  
 
Pages of 10 key candidates-leaders of presidential race are being monitored. The 
candidates are listed according to the opinion polls of reputable sociological companies: 

 Petro Poroshenko,  
 Yulia Tymoshenko,  
 Anatoliy Hrytsenko,  
 Oleh Lyashko,  
 Oleksandr Shevchenko,  
 Oleksandr Vilkul,  
 Yuriy Boyko,  
 Yevhenii Muraiev,  
 Andriy Sadovyi,  
 Volodymyr Zelenskyi. 

 
Top-20 pages of the most popular traditional and online media were also 
analyzed. The list of pages matches the media monitored.  
 
Additionally, 10 pages of opinion leaders are also monitored. Opinion leaders 
are monitored with the purpose of establishing how the most influential Facebook users 
comment presidential election campaign. Sample was made based on the data of two 
analytical companies specializing on social media research: 
https://www.socialbakers.com/ and https://www.fanpagekarma.com/. The first 
company defines the influence of public page based on the number of subscribers, the 
second one in addition to that examines the engagement of the posts (comments, 
reposts and number of views) as well as increase in the number of subscribers. 
Candidates, politicians, incumbent officials and organizations were removed from the 
consolidated list. The list does not include those who do not cover elections or politics or 
cover these subjects to a small extent. Thus, the list does not include politically inactive 
citizens even if they are popular.  
 
Ukrainian Facebook’s particularity is absence of public pages of opinion leaders who 
prefer private accounts instead. In  compliance with Facebook personal data protection 
policy they are “invisible” for the abovementioned analytical programs. Therefore, the 
list was made taking into account the number of subscribers, posts relevance to the 
subject matter and expert assessment.  

https://www.socialbakers.com/
https://www.fanpagekarma.com/
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Similarly, not all candidates have official public pages. Namely, Oleh Lyashko, Yevhenii 
Muraiev and Volodymyr Zelenskyi use private accounts. The social network has a lot of 
pages with candidate names on them but there is no proof of their authenticity. It looks 
that most candidates pursue chaotic and nonsystemic approach to promote themselves 
in social media. Until recently Anatoliy Hrytsenko had two online representations: his 
personal account and public page. On February 10, 2019 he completed work on the 
official page and transferred his private page subscribers there. However, the previous 
one is kept up-to-date. We decided to focus on official communication channels. 
 
In the course of the monitoring the topics of the candidates’ posts, particularities of their 
Facebook campaigning, signs of hate speech and promotion of hatred are analyzed. We 
also look at the way candidates use boosted posts/Facebook ads, provide information to 
raise awareness of voters, and check if there areany signs of trolls or bots.  
 
Media will be analyzed from the perspective of how much they promote issues 
important for the population vs scandals generating common interest, what comments 
they bring about, how actively they interact with readers and what methods they employ 
to do that. An attempt will be made to establish connection between traditional media 
content and their Facebook activity.  
 
Monitoring team will also identify signs of Russian propaganda messages in the 
candidates’ rhetoric, media stories and opinion leaders’ messages. 
 
List of candidates 
(in alphabetical order (Ukrainian alphabet)) 
 
Yuriy Boyko – https://www.facebook.com/official.yuriy.boyko/ 
Type: public page 
Created: December 18, 2018 
Number of Administrators: 1 
Likes: 30 317  
Subscribers: 30 967  
Frequency of use: low activity (one post per day) 
 

Oleksandr Vilkul – https://www.facebook.com/OleksandrVilkul/ 
Type: public page 
Created: January 23, 2013  
Number of Administrators: 10 
Likes: 204 544  
Subscribers: 216 309  
Frequency of use: active (2-3 posts per day) 

 
Аnatoliy Hrytsenko – https://www.facebook.com/A.S.Grytsenko/  
Type:: public page of politician and political candidate  
Created: January 16, 2019  
Number of Administrators: 9 
Likes: 126 319  
Subscribers: 126 578  
Frequency of use: active (more than 3 posts per day)  

https://www.facebook.com/official.yuriy.boyko/
https://www.facebook.com/OleksandrVilkul/
https://www.facebook.com/A.S.Grytsenko/
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Volodymyr Zelenskyi – https://www.facebook.com/zelenskiy95 
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 394 836 
Frequency of use: 2-4 posts per day 

 
Oleh Lyashko– https://www.facebook.com/O.Liashko 
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 65351 
Frequency of use: 2-4 posts per day 

 
Yevhenii Muraiev – https://www.facebook.com/yevgeniy.murayev 
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 65 351  
Frequency of use: 2-3 posts per day 

 
Petro Poroshenko– https://www.facebook.com/petroporoshenko/  
Type: official page of the politician 
Created: July 12, 2014  
Number of Administrators: 12 
Likes: 2 327 099  
Subscribers: 2 347 244  
Frequency of use: active (more than 3 posts per day)  

 
Andriy Sadovyi – https://www.facebook.com/andriy.sadovyi/  
Type: public page of civic activist  
Created: October 7, 2010  
Number of Administrators: 9 
Likes: 1 097 519  
Subscribers: 1 105 624  
Frequency of use: active (1-5 posts per day).  
Two groups are linked to the page: HQ press room and Group “Same zaraz” (“Right now”) 

 
Yulia Tymoshenko– https://www.facebook.com/YuliaTymoshenko/  
Type: public page of politician 
Created: March 4, 2011  
Number of Administrators: 12 
Likes: 2 127 405  
Subscribers: 2 138 699  
Frequency of use: active (on average 2 два posts per day)  

 
Oleksandr Shevchenko – https://www.facebook.com/YaShevchenkoUa/ 
Type: public page of civic activist 
Created:  September 10, 2012  
Number of Administrators: 17 
Likes: 384 714  
Subscribers: 400 447  
Frequency of use: active (more than 3 posts per day) 

 
List of opinion leaders  
(in the descending order of the number of subscribers) 
 

1. Dmytro Chekalin – https://www.facebook.com/Dmitriy.Chekalkin/ 

https://www.facebook.com/zelenskiy95
https://www.facebook.com/O.Liashko
https://www.facebook.com/yevgeniy.murayev
https://www.facebook.com/petroporoshenko/
https://www.facebook.com/andriy.sadovyi/
https://www.facebook.com/YuliaTymoshenko/
https://www.facebook.com/YaShevchenkoUa/
https://www.facebook.com/Dmitriy.Chekalkin/
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Type: public page 
Created: January 23, 2012  
Number of Administrators: 2 
Likes: 358 164  
Subscribers: 365 926 
Frequency of use: active 

 
2.Dmytro Gordon – https://www.facebook.com/gordondmitry/ 

Type: public page 
Created: August 12 2012  
Likes: 239 840  
Subscribers: 269 882  
Frequency of use: very active, 2 posts every two hours  

 
3.Vitaliy Portnikov – https://www.facebook.com/portnikov 

Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 202 810  
Frequency of use: active 
 

4. Yuriy Butusov – https://www.facebook.com/butusov.yuriy 
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 185 156  
Frequency of use: active 
 

5. Oleksiy Mochanov – https://www.facebook.com/alex.mochanov  
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 177 835  
Frequency of use: active 
 

6. Oleh Ponomar – 
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006709539652 
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 173 888  
Frequency of use: active, 1-2 posts per day 
 

7. Serhiy Ivanov – https://www.facebook.com/applecrysis 
Type:  personal page 
Subscribers: 116 333  
Frequency of use: moderate 
 

8. Roman Shraik – https://www.facebook.com/roman.shrike  
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 87 153 
Frequency of use: active 
 

9. Sonya Koshkina – https://www.facebook.com/sonya.koshkina 
Type: personal page 
Subscribers: 86 844  
Frequency of use: active, 1-4 posts per day 
 

10. Vakhtanh Кіpiani – https://www.facebook.com/vakhtang.kipiani  
                Type: personal page  

Subscribers: 75 928  
Frequency of use: active, up to 7 posts per day 

https://www.facebook.com/gordondmitry/
https://www.facebook.com/portnikov
https://www.fa/
https://www.fa/
https://www.facebook.com/alex.mochanov
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006709539652
https://www.facebook.com/applecrysis
https://www.facebook.com/roman.shrike
https://www.facebook.com/sonya.koshkina
https://www.facebook.com/vakhtang.kipiani
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SIGNS OF POTENTIAL RUSSIAN EXTERNAL INFORMATION 

INFLUENCE ON UKRAINIAN MEDIA  
 

Monitoring focused on the main narratives of Russian propaganda identified through 
analysis of fake news debunked by StopFake project (https://www.stopfake.org/) during 
four years. The classification was offered by StopFake co-author Yevhen Fedchenko in 
his article “Kremlin Propaganda: Soviet Active Measures by Other Means” – Estonian 
Journal of Military Studies, Vol. 2, 2016 (https://bit.ly/2IpBVlV). After an analysis of a 
sample of 500 fake stories, which were examples of Kremlin propaganda, was carried 
out, 18 topics they have in common were identified. 

Research undertaken later in 2018 (https://bit.ly/2SvbMqr) reconfirmed these 
narratives that include the following: 

 “Ukraine is a fascist state”,  
 “Ukraine is a failed state”,  
 “Russia is neither an occupier state nor it attacked Ukraine”,  
 narratives aimed at discrediting the Armed Forces of Ukraine,  
 territorial collapse of Ukraine, “territorial claims” of neighboring states,  
 fake legitimization of Crimea’s annexation and occupation of Donbas using 

foreign governments, international organizations and foreign media,  
 decline of Western support for Ukraine – “fatigue from Ukraine-related topics”, 
 stories about collapse of the EU, the USA and West in general, alleged “civil war” 

there, their insignificance in global geopolitics. 
 

The latest narratives such as discrimination of Ukrainian Orthodox Church, portraying 
Russia as a guardian of traditional values and a state that is entitled to have its sphere of 
influence were added to the list.  

General trends  
Propaganda messages most often appeared in online media outlets segodnya.ua, 
strana.ua, gordon.ua.com, korrespondent.net. They seldom appeared in TV news.  

1. Using Russian websites and information agencies as sources of 
information for international and Ukrainian domestic news, where it 
would be logical to use sources of the respective country. They often promote 
Russian propaganda narratives.  

A good example is when on January 31 Gordon.ua published the speech of Russian 
president Vladimir Putin about church in Ukraine with the heading “Putin: Currently in 
Ukraine a project that has nothing to do with faith, but rather absolutely fake, and 
aimed at fight for power”; the news was discriminatory with respect to Ukrainian 
Orthodox church (https://bit.ly/2GF2BfL) and had reference to Kremlin press- service.  

Interestingly, the speech simultaneously got positive coverage by segodnya.ua, strana.ua 
and korrespondent.net. They made reference to Ukrainian news agencies UNІАN and 
“Interfax”.  

https://www.stopfake.org/
https://bit.ly/2IpBVlV
https://bit.ly/2SvbMqr
https://bit.ly/2GF2BfL
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News item on korrespondent.net “Putin claimed the right to interfere with the 
situation regarding the churches in Ukraine”, was published at 16:36 and is made of 
Putin’s quotes from his speech (https://bit.ly/2DMzdBp).  

“Putin said that Russia retains the right to respond to infringement of the believers’ 
rights in Ukraine” - this was the headline of a bigger news that came out on strana.ua 
(https://bit.ly/2WYDhag) at 17:28.  

At 16:25 segodnya.ua published a short quote from Vladimir Putin’s speech with the 
headline “Putin promised to respond to violation of freedom of conscience in Ukraine” 
(https://bit.ly/2Sy9S8b) with the subheading “Putin promised to protect Orthodox 
Christians in Ukraine”.  

None of these news stories provide Ukrainian position. The same news story was 
published by other news websites, but they added Ukrainian perspective or highlighted 
key points in the news stories.  

Notably, segodnya.ua had this news item appear twice. The second time it came out with 
the headline “Putin’s new outburst of hysteria on creation of Orthodox church in 
Ukraine” with the subheading “Russian leader gnaws at religious independence of 
Ukrainian state”. Thus, the first article has elements of being advertorial.  

Through the entire period of monitoring gordon.ua published up to ten stories per day 
from Russian sources about Ukraine. Some of them were openly propagandistic - for 
instance, news about official representative of Kremlin Dmytro Peskov commenting on 
Putin’s statement as to the right of the Russian Federation to respond to religious 
conflicts in neighboring states (https://bit.ly/2BxwCLa). Within a week of January 21-
27, the website placed more than ten news about a painting stolen from Tretyakov 
Gallery.  

Strana.ua published interview that the ousted president of Venezuela Nicolas Maduro 
gave to Russian site :RIA Novosti” where he thanks Putin for the assistance 
(https://bit.ly/2SKKgVb).  

Korrespondent.net is actively using Russian news agency ТАSS as a source of 
information that, along with “RIA Novosti” (https://bit.ly/2EbwWRr); the media outlet 
was repeatedly noticed to be disseminating propaganda and fake news  
(https://bit.ly/2SUfB7R). 

News story “Moscow gave assessment to Sajdik’s plan on Donbas” 
(https://bit.ly/2TLck7W) presents Moscow’s position claiming that “parties to the 
conflict” are not happy with the peace plan of the Special Representative of the OSCE in 
Ukraine. The news item neither contains position of the Ukraine nor contains any 
references to it.  

Following the same pattern, the TASS news item “Lavrov named the adequacy criteria 
for Ukrainian authorities was published on the website (https://bit.ly/2UWfTs7). 
Interestingly, “Ukrainska pravda” also published the news (https://bit.ly/2GCBIJv) but 
balanced it with the background about the negotiations with Russia from the Ukrainian 

https://bit.ly/2DMzdBp
https://bit.ly/2WYDhag
https://bit.ly/2Sy9S8b
http://segodnya.ua/
https://bit.ly/2BxwCLa
https://bit.ly/2SKKgVb
https://bit.ly/2EbwWRr)
https://bit.ly/2SUfB7R
https://bit.ly/2TLck7W
https://bit.ly/2UWfTs7
https://bit.ly/2GCBIJv)
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perspective. “Коrrespondent” news story, instead, gives other statements of Lavrov as 
background information and the text contains his indirect quote that “he believes 
Euromaidan and all its consequences to be an example of inadequacy”.  

On January 17, Ukrainian Parliament approved of the Law allowing the parishes to vote 
for joining the other church with two thirds of the quorum. News published by 
“Коrrespondent” with reference to ТАSS includes a statement of a representaive of 
“canonical Ukrainian Orthodox church (Мoscow Patriarchate)” archbishop Klyment 
that the Law “violates the Constitution and international commitments of Ukraine” 

(https://bit.ly/2GCE3nL). The news is one-sided without any attempt to verify if there 
were any violations at all.  

Segodnya.ua published international news with reference made to the  Russian media, 
namely, ТАSS. For example, Russian news agency is the source of news about explosions 
near the church in the Philippines (https://bit.ly/2E9xpnq) and story that the USA 
noted significant progress at the negotiations on Afghanistan (https://bit.ly/2SPtFPU).  

2. Reports on the national developments in Russia, imposing Russian 
agenda. Consumers of this information remain within Russian information 
space. 

Particularly, strana.ua during the week of January 28 – February 3 published many 
news stories about detention of Rauf Arashukov, Russian Senator from Karachaieyo -
Cherkesiia (https://bit.ly/2GqS7kW) and proceedings against him. It also had stories 
about Russian stars and celebrities: “Sobchak commented on her love affair” 
(https://bit.ly/2TIESyZ), “Urgant had an accident in America” 
(https://bit.ly/2GGH4Dx), “Russia is getting ready to disconnect from the global 
network” (https://bit.ly/2X3pXSe). The story “How celebrities and politicians took a 
plunge in the ice hole on Epiphany Day” describes, apart from the Ukrainian celebrities, 
Russian celebrities such as Anastasiya Volochkova and Mykola Valuyev. On January 30 
media outlet informed that “Riga’s Mayor Nil Ushakov who protects the rights of 
Russian speaking people was subject to search” (https://bit.ly/2TJNaXu). The same 
news story informs that search was conducted by Anti-Corruption Bureau. 

gordonua.com web site has lots of news items from Russia that have nothing to do 
with the developments in Ukraine. For example, on January 25 it published a news item 
that teenagers set a 15-year old schoolboy on fire in Moscow (https://bit.ly/2IeA2rV) 
with reference to  “Мoskovskiy komsomolets” and on January 25 it reprinted the news 
from “RIA Novosti” with the headline “Ambassador of the RF called the news about 
Russian PMC in Venezuela a "vicious gossip" “ “https://bit.ly/2TKkbm5“.  

3. Popular TV channels narrative “There is no Russia there” (“Russia is 
not an occupier state and it did not carry out a military attack against Ukraine”). 
They do not praise Russia but they do not call it an occupying state or aggressor 
either.  

TV channel “112 Ukraine” in its stories about Donetsk airport defenders when 
describing heroic deeds of Ukrainians made no attempt to identify the aggressor that 
killed more than 100 military of Ukrainian Armed Forces. And it was only once when it 

https://bit.ly/2GCE3nL
https://bit.ly/2E9xpnq
https://bit.ly/2SPtFPU
https://bit.ly/2GqS7kW
https://bit.ly/2TIESyZ
https://bit.ly/2GGH4Dx
https://bit.ly/2X3pXSe
https://bit.ly/2TJNaXu
https://bit.ly/2IeA2rV
https://bit.ly/2TKkbm5
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was called “militants”. Reports about casualties from the front line look the same. They 
do not include any direct speech statements of the Joint Forces Operation speaker. The 
story about paying tribute to “cyborgs” who died through organizing concerts in the 
airports lacks personification of the aggressor: the term “militants” is used.  

NewsOne TV channel does not cover developments in Donbas in its news programs. 
News programs do not have provide information in general about what is happening in 
Donbas. 

ICTV channel provides daily reports from the frontline but the adversary is called 
invaders and militants. The word “Russia” is not mentioned.  

TV channel “Ukraine”: at the beginning of the monitoring the news programs 
practically had no stories about Russian aggression in Donbas. Very seldom there were 
stories about the situation at the frontline but there was no direct description given to 
what is happening there: it was not called either the war, or aggression, or special 
operation forces. During the second week of monitoring more stories about the situation 
at the front appeared, again without any identification. On January 29, the story about 
the heroes of Kruty mentioned that it was the fight with Bolsheviks but Russia was not 
mentioned either. 

Particularities of topic coverage by some media outlets 

strana.ua 

The web site tends to constantly change the headlines in a way that sometimes it 
changes the essence of the story. They can do it several times a day. Rephrased 
headlines often re-echoe the narratives of Kremlin propaganda.  

Examples: 

“Unification Day 2019 – 100 years of Act of unity. Key questions about the event” was 
changed to “Unification Day. How Act of Unity completed breakdown of Ukraine a 
hundred years ago” (https://bit.ly/2HtrHAi) – a narrative about the breakdown of 
Ukraine. 

“Poroshenko announced the Law on religious communities changing subordination to 
be signed soon” was changed to “Poroshenko said when he would sign the Law on 
“church raidership” (https://bit.ly/2Ics7LS) – a narrative about discrediting Ukrainian 
church. 

Some news stories legitimize occupational “LPR/DPR” for example, news about 
participation of pseudo republics in “European football championship among 
unrecognized states”. The headline highlights that drawing procedure was held in 
Kharkiv (https://bit.ly/2GHUzmw).  

Another news “More than half of Ukrainians are ready to give up Donbas for the sake of 
peace” fits into the same narrative. Later the headline was changed to “More than half of 
Ukrainians are ready to give up non-Government controlled Donbas for the sake of 
peace” (https://bit.ly/2tjTkBX). This information was published at propaganda website 

https://bit.ly/2HtrHAi
https://bit.ly/2Ics7LS
https://bit.ly/2GHUzmw
https://bit.ly/2tjTkBX
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“Russian spring”. “Іnterfax” was indicated as the source of information. The survey was 
presented in the press center of the news agency by a sociological company Seetarget 
that does not have a recognized reputation in Ukraine. 

Similarly, strana.ua legitimizes annexation of Crimea by, for example, quoting 
Facebook of Russian occupation leader of the peninsula Sergey Aksyonov as to 
“unprecedented increase of tourists” in Crimea  (https://bit.ly/2SwAUg9).  

The web site is consistent in its discrediting attempts when covering the 
topic of Ukrainian church (“No bishops at enthronement of Epiphanius” – 
https://bit.ly/2X26mlh, “ROC called OCU a "cloned sheep Dolly"“ – 
https://bit.ly/2S1SjbJ). These stories normally carry the message that Ukrainian church 
is “schismatic (raskolnik)”. The comments are made exclusively by the representatives 
of Russian Orthodox Church. 

At the beginning of the monitoring period there was a series of news about “Tomos-
Tour” of the President of Ukraine Petro Poroshenko. News pieces tried to negate the 
significance of Tomos. One story said that German newspaper allegedly “trolled tomos-
tour of Poroshenko “ (https://bit.ly/2IeoBAD). They meant Der Spiegel known for its 
pro-Russian position (https://bit.ly/2GL2ejK).  

“Poroshenko and Parubiy teams couldn’t say where Tomos is” (https://bit.ly/2tlRrov) – 
meaning the text of tomos. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs in its answer to the query 
stated that it was not authorized to have this type of a document and suggested sending 
a request to the Ministry of Culture. The story does not give the response of the latter. 

Nostalgia for the USSR – news about merchants in Dnipro market dancing to 
“Каtyusha” music accompanied by social media comments “Look at us!” 
(https://bit.ly/2X1RlQg). This story is indicative of the other trend. Russian 
propaganda narrative at  strana.ua often re-echoes not the main piece of news 
but rather its background. For example, the last news story has the following 
background: "Оzerka" market belongs to "Narik", businessman Aleksandr Petrovskiy, 
one of the OCU sponsors as of recently. "Narik" made a splash when he showed up at the 
ceremony of handing over tomos to Ukraine in Istanbul” (narrative to discredit 
Ukrainian church).  

korrespondent.net  

Web site shows a clear trend to discredit authorities, primarily government. 
Particularly, the headline “Court made the government probe into high treason of the 
Cabinet of ministers’ members” gives an impression that high treason is a proven fact 
while they just report about launch of investigation in response to a complaint 
(https://bit.ly/2GH1GLZ). The same approach is pursued in the story “NABU has to 
commence proceedings against Groysman and Grynevych” (https://bit.ly/2TRIbnp). 
News stories are often misbalanced, with only one party’s position presented, for 
example story “Funeral wreaths were brought to MoH” (https://bit.ly/2tmGSkK).  

The article “Ukraine is among top three as to violations of the Convention on Human 
Rights” (https://bit.ly/2TSeNh8) might be misleading, as it gives the impression of a 

https://bit.ly/2SwAUg9
https://bit.ly/2X26mlh
https://bit.ly/2S1SjbJ
https://bit.ly/2IeoBAD
https://bit.ly/2GL2ejK
https://bit.ly/2tlRrov
https://bit.ly/2X1RlQg
https://strana.ua/articles/analysis/180216-hde-i-v-kakikh-delakh-zasvetilsja-narik-i-kto-takoj-avtoritet-aleksandr-petrovskij.html
https://strana.ua/news/179793-aleksandr-petrovskij-on-zhe-narik-pribyl-na-podpisanie-tomosa-v-stambul-5-janvarja-2019.html
https://strana.ua/news/179793-aleksandr-petrovskij-on-zhe-narik-pribyl-na-podpisanie-tomosa-v-stambul-5-janvarja-2019.html
https://bit.ly/2GH1GLZ
https://bit.ly/2TRIbnp
https://bit.ly/2tmGSkK
https://bit.ly/2TSeNh8
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global scale while in reality these are top three Council of Europe member states. At the 
end of the article it is mentioned that “due to lengthy proceedings at the ECtHR, at the 
moment the judgements are delivered regarding the violations committed before the 
Revolution of Dignity”, this fact is not emphasized, though.  

“112 Ukraine” 

On January 14 at 21:00 “112 Ukraine” TV channel showed Viktor Medvedchuk 
delivering the message in line with Russian propaganda about Minsk agreements, 
namely the need of having peace, without mentioning how it can be secured, he spoke 
about the upcoming elections that “should resolve all issues”. The story looks 
advertorial: lack of balanced opinions, positive coverage of Viktor Medvedchuk. The 
news about the meeting of Viktor Medvedchuk with Oleksandr Lukashenko was 
broadcast two days in a row, January 14 and January 15. It was shown once in news 
progam, three other times before the news programs, at news hour, but the story was 
separated from the main news program by the “Important” section. It was shown 
another time immediately after the news program. 

International news stories at the channel are mainly about problems and troubles: 
shutdown and strike of air traffic controllers in the USA, difficult life of the Dutch in 
spherical homes with cheap rent, bad weather in the Alps, clashes in Greece, 
transgender member of Bundestag in Germany. 

 

METHODOLOGY 

Methodology has been developed by Council of Europe experts Rasto Kuzhel and 
Oleksandr Burmahin considering comments and proposals of other project’s partners. 
The methodology is internationally recognized and has been previously used in similar 
projects in more than 50 countries including Ukraine in the course of 20 years. Given its 
hollistic content-focused approach, the methodology allows to undertake an in-depth 
analysis of pluralism and variety of media coverage and examine coverage of particular 
monitored subjects and topics in the relevant context given detailed comparison and 
analysis.  
 
Media monitoring provides for quantitative and qualitative analysis of the coverage. 
Quantitative analysis is focused on the time allocated to the candidates and other 
political actors (i.e. government, local self-governing authorities) as well as coverage 
tone of the subjects: positive, neutral or negative. The monitoring also examined 
thematic structure of the news and thematic variety by measuring actual time dedicated 
to specific topics.  
 
Qualitative monitoring analyses media outlets according to the following principles: 
ethical or professional standards: balance, accuracy, timeliness, choice of questions, 
suppression of some information, abuse of position, presentation and positioning of 
events, provocative rhetoric that are hard to measure quantitatively. Additionally, 
monitoring experts analyze whether the work of media outlets complies with the 
principles and standards of Code of journalism ethics and regularly inform the 
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Commission on journalism ethics as to any breaches. See detailed description of 
methodology at: http://www.cje.org.ua/ua . 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the first period of monitoring show significant differences in methods of 
candidates’ coverage and breach of journalism standards by some media outlets. Despite 
the fact that mass media give wide coverage of candidates, most of media outlets do not 
provide a more in-depth and analytical coverage of the campaign. Monitoring team will 
continue to monitor mass media during the election campaign period to see if the above-
mentioned trends continue. The next report with the analysis of the entire election 
campaign coverage in traditional and social media will be published in the last week of 
the campaign. The report will also focus on the potential external influence on the 
elections as well as the gender aspects of election campaign coverage. Please see the full 
text of the report at: http://www.cje.org.ua/ua. 

  

http://www.cje.org.ua/ua
http://www.cje.org.ua/ua
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